Abstract. It is shown that there exists a Cantor set X in C 4 whose polynomial hull is strictly larger than X but contains no analytic discs.
Introduction
It was once conjectured that whenever the polynomial hull X of a compact set X in C N is strictly larger than X, the complementary set X \ X must contain an analytic disc. This conjecture was disproved by Gabriel Stolzenberg [9] . However, when X is a smooth one-dimensional manifold, the set X \ X, if nonempty, is a one-dimensional analytic variety as was also shown by Stolzenberg [10] (strengthening earlier results of several mathematicians). In contrast, recent work of the first author, Håkan Samuelsson Kalm, and Erlend Fornaess Wold [5] and the first author and Lee Stout [6] shows that every smooth manifold of dimension strictly greater than one smoothly embeds in some C N as a subspace X such that X \ X is nonempty but contains no analytic discs.
In response to a talk on the above results given by the first author of the present paper, Hari Bercovici raised the question of whether a nonsmooth one-dimensional manifold can have polynomial hull containing no analytic discs. This question was the motivation for the present paper and will be answered affirmatively in the paper [4] of the first author. In the present paper, it is shown that there exists a Cantor set X in C 4 such that X \ X is nonempty but contains no analytic discs. In [4] , a different construction is given that yields a Cantor set in C 3 such that X \ X is nonempty but contains no analytic discs (and has additional properties), and the result is used there to answer Bercovici's question affirmatively by showing that, in fact, every uncountable, compact subspace of a Euclidean space can be embedded in some C N so as to have polynomial hull containing no analytic discs. The authors would like to thank Bercovici for his stimulating question.
It will be convenient to say that the polynomial hull of a set X ⊂ C N is nontrivial if the set X \ X is nonempty. The Cantor set constructed in the present paper will be obtained by generalizing a construction of a polynomial hull without analytic discs due to Wermer [12] inspired by an idea of Brian Cole [2] . Specifically, Wermer produced a compact subset Y of C 2 such that, letting π : C 2 → C be projection onto the first coordinate, π(Y ) is the unit circle, π( Y ) is the unit disc, and Y contains no analytic discs. We generalize this by replacing the unit circle by an arbitrary compact set X ⊂ C N with nontrivial polynomial hull and replacing the unit disc by X.
N be a compact set whose polynomial hull is nontrivial. Then there exists a compact set Y ⊂ C 2N such that, letting π denote the restriction to Y of the projection C 2N → C N onto the first N coordinates, the following conditions hold:
By applying this theorem with X taken to be a Cantor set in C 2 with nontrivial polynomial hull, we will obtain the promised Cantor set. The first example of a Cantor set with nontrivial polynomial hull was constructed by Walter Rudin [8] using a modification of an argument of Wermer [11] who produced the first example of an arc with nontrivial polynomial hull. Corollory 1.2. There exists a Cantor set in C 4 whose polynomial hull is nontrivial but contains no analytic discs.
Before concluding this introduction, we make explicit the definitions of some terms already used above. For a compact set X in C N , the polynomial hull X of X is defined by
The set X is said to be polynomially convex if X = X. We denote the open unit disc in the complex plane by D. By an analytic disc in C N , we mean an injective holomorphic map σ : D → C N . By the statement that a subset S of C N contains no analytic discs, we mean that there is no analytic disc in C N whose image is contained in S. We denote the set of positive integers by Z + .
The research in this paper was begun while the first author was a visitor at Indiana University. He would like to thank the Department of Mathematics for its hospitality.
The Proofs
We first show that Corollary 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.1, and then present the lengthy proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Corollary 1.2: As mentioned in the introduction, Rudin [8] found a Cantor set in C 2 having nontrivial polynomial hull. Take X to be Rudin's Cantor set, and let Y be the set in C 4 given by then applying Theorem 1.1. It follows from conditions (i), (iv), and (v) of Theorem 1.1 that Y is a Cantor set by the well-known characterization of Cantor sets as the compact, totally disconnected, metrizable spaces without isolated points. Conditions (i) and (ii) give that the polynomial hull of Y is nontrivial. Given that Y is a Cantor set, condition (iii) implies that Y contains no analytic discs.
Proof of Theorem 1.1: In outline the proof is similar to the argument given by Wermer for the special case when X is the unit circle in the plane given in [12] and also presented in [1, pp. 211-218] . However, there are some additional difficulties in the more general situation. The proof will be presented in a series of steps.
Step 1: We construct the set Y and a set L that will later be shown to be Y .
By rescaling we may assume that
that is dense in X.
For each j = 1, 2, . . . , and k = 1, . . . , N, denote by B jk the multivalued algebraic function
Given a sequence of positive constants c 1 , c 2 , . . . , and given n ∈ Z + , denote by g nk the multivalued function
and set g n (z) = g n1 (z), . . . , g nN (z) .
We will write points in C 2N in the form (z, w) with each of z and w in C N . Each of the multivalued functions B jk and g nk above depends only on z k . Consequently the various polynomial mappings, say F = (F 1 , . . . , F N ), obtained from them below will be such that each component polynomial F k depends only on (z k , w k ). Every such polynomial can be expressed as a polynomial in w k with coefficients that are polynomials in z k . If in that expression the coefficient of the highest power of w k is a 1, we will say that the polynomial is monic in w k .
Let Σ(c 1 , . . . , c n ) be the set
where w jk , j = 1, 2, . . . , 2 n are the 2 n values of g nk at z. Thus for each point z ∈ X there are 2 nN corresponding points (z, w) in Σ(c 1 , . . . , c n ). We will use · to denote the supremum norm on C N , i.e., z = sup{|z j | : j = 1, . . . , N}. on C 2N with each P nk depending only on (z k , w k ) and monic in w k such that
: z ∈ X and P n (z, w) ≤ ε n }, the inclusion K n ⊂ K n−1 holds for n = 2, 3, . . . , and (3) if (z, w) ∈ K n , then there exists w with P n (z, w) = 0 and w − w < 1/n, n = 1, 2, . . . .
Proof. Set c 1 = 1/10, ε 1 = 1/4, and
Since w 2k = −w 1k , this gives that one of w 1k and w 2k lies within a distance 1/2 of w k , so (3) holds for n = 1. Condition (2) is vacuous for n = 1. Now suppose c j , ε j , and P j have been chosen for j = 1, . . . , n so that (1), (2) , and (3) are satisfied for each j. We shall choose c n+1 , ε n+1 , and P n+1 .
Noting that P nk (z, w) depends on (z k , w k ) only, denote by w jk (z), j = 1, . . . , 2 n , the 2 n values of w k determined by the equation P nk (z, w) = 0. To each constant 0 ≤ c ≤ 1/10, assign the mapping P c = (P c1 , . . . , P cN ) defined by
Note that although the w jk (z) are not well-defined, for each k, the set {w 1k (z), . . . , w 2 n ,k (z)} is well-defined, and hence every symmetric polynomial in w 1k , . . . , w 2 n ,k is well-defined. From this, one obtains that each P ck is a well-defined polynomial in z k and w k that is monic in w k .
Henceforth the set {(z, w) ∈ C
2N
: z ∈ X} will be denoted by {z ∈ X}.
Note that the set of roots of
and so {P c (z, w) = 0} ∩ {z ∈ X} = Σ(c 1 , . . . , c n , c).
Subclaim 2.2. For sufficiently small positive c
Suppose the subclaim is false. Then for arbitrarily small c > 0,
n /2 and P n (ζ * ) ≥ ε n , a contradiction. Thus the subclaim holds. Now fix c such that (4) holds and such that c < (1/10)c n . Then choose ε n+1 > 0 such that ε n+1 < ε 2 n /2 and such that the conditions P c (z, w) ≤ ε n+1 and z ∈ X together imply that there exists a point w ∈ C N with P c (z, w) = 0 and w − w < 1/(n + 1). Setting c n+1 = c, then setting P n+1 = P c , and choosing ε n+1 as above, we have that (1), (2) , and (3) hold for j = 1, . . . , n + 1. This completes the induction and the proof of Claim 2.1. Definition 2.3. With P n and ε n , n = 1, 2, . . . , chosen as in Claim 2.1, set
Then L is a compact polynomially convex subset of {z ∈ X}. For each n, set
where c 1 , c 2 , . . . is the sequence in Claim 2.1.
, the following are equivalent:
(ii) z ∈ X and there exists a sequence (z, w n ) with (z, w n ) ∈ Σ n and w n → w as n → ∞ (iii) z ∈ X and there exists a sequence (z n , w n ) with (z n , w n ) ∈ Σ n and (z n , w n ) → (z, w) as n → ∞ (iv) z ∈ X and there exists an increasing sequence of positive integers n 1 < n 2 < . . . and a sequence (z n j , w n j ) with ((z n j , w n j ) ∈ Σ n j and (z n j , w n j ) → (z, w) as j → ∞.
Proof.
Hence by (3), there exists w n with P n (z, w n ) = 0 and w − w n < 1/n, so (ii) holds.
Since P n j (z n j , w n j ) = 0 for all j, this gives (z n j , w n j ) ∈ { P n ≤ ε n } for all n j ≥ n. Hence (z, w) ∈ { P n ≤ ε n }. This holds for every n, so (z, w) ∈ L.
Step 2: We show that Y = L. The proof is based on the following lemma which can be regarded as a special case of [7, Theorem 1.6] . A derivation of this lemma from [7, Theorem 1.6 ] is given in Section 3 at the end of the present paper.
Lemma 2.6. Let K ⊂ C N be compact, and let p 1 , . . . , p r be polynomials on C N +1 . Write points of C N +1 as (z, w) with z ∈ C N and w ∈ C, and suppose that as a polynomial in w, each polynomial p k is monic and of positive degree. Let Σ = {(z, w 1 , . . . , w r ) ∈ C N +r : z ∈ K and p k (z, w k ) = 0, k = 1, . . . , r},
and let E = {(z, w 1 , . . . , w r ) ∈ C N +r : z ∈ K and p k (z, w k ) = 0, k = 1, . . . , r}.
For the reverse inclusion, fix (z 0 , w 0 ) ∈ L. We shall show that (z 0 , w 0 ) is in Y . Let Q be an arbitrary polynomial in z and w. By Claim 2.4, there is a sequence ((z 0 , w n )) converging to (z 0 , w 0 ) with (z 0 , w n ) in Σ n = {(z, w) ∈ C 2N : z ∈ X and P n (z, w) = 0}. By Lemma 2.6, Σ n is the polynomial hull of the set E n defined by E n = {(z, w) ∈ C 2N : z ∈ X and P n (z, w) = 0}. Hence there is a point (z
Step 3: We show that π(Y ) = X and π( Y \ Y ) = X \ X. For this it suffices to show that π( Y ) = X (because by Step 2, Y = Y ∩ π −1 (X) ). Given z ∈ X and n ∈ Z + , let w n be one of the 2 nN values of g n (z). Then (z, w n ) ∈ Σ n . Since B j (z) ≤ 1 for every z ∈ X and j ∈ Z + , we have
Consequently, the sequence (w n ) has an accumulation point w.
Step 4: Fix z 0 ∈ X, and let F z 0 be the fiber
We show that F z 0 is totally disconnected and hence contains no analytic discs. We also show that for z 0 ∈ X, if z 0 is a limit point of X, then each point of F z 0 is a limit point of Y .
First note that to show that F z 0 is totally disconnected, it suffices to show that each of the projections w k (F z 0 ) is totally disconnected (where here w k denotes projection of C 2N onto the (N +k) th coordinate). Note also that F z 0 is a product:
Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , N}. For each j, denote by B jk (z 0 ) one of the two values of B jk at z 0 chosen arbitrarily. Note that since |c j | ≤ (1/10) j for every j, and |B jk (z 0 )| ≤ 1 for every j and k, the series
converges for every choice of ±1 for each ρ j . It then follows from Claim 2.4 that the points of w k (F z 0 ) are exactly those of the form given by (5) .
Observe that for each j = 1, 2, . . ., k = 1, . . . , N, and z ∈ X,
where we have used that |z k | ≤ 1/2 and |a lk | ≤ 1/2 for all l and k. Therefore,
It follows that the map
is continuous and surjective, and furthermore is injective provided B jk (z 0 ) = 0 for all j. Thus in the case that B jk (z 0 ) = 0 for all j, the set w k (F z 0 ) is a Cantor set, and hence, w k (F z 0 ) is totally disconnected and every point of w k (F z 0 ) is a limit point of w k (F z 0 ). In case B j 0 ,k (z 0 ) = 0 for some j 0 , then B jk (z 0 ) = 0 for all j ≥ j 0 , and so w k (F z 0 ) is a finite set, and hence again totally disconnected. It now follows from the observations made two paragraphs earlier that F z 0 is totally disconnected. It also follows that every point of F z 0 is a limit point of F z 0 provided there is at least one value of k ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that B jk (z 0 ) = 0 for all j = 1, 2, . . . .
To complete the argument in the case that for each k there is a j 0 such that B j 0 ,k (z 0 ) = 0 we argue as follows. Assume that j 0 has been chosen to be the smallest integer j for which B jk (z 0 ) = 0. Then in a neighborhood of z 0 , we can choose, for each j < j 0 , a continuous branch of the multivalued function B jk , which we will continue to denote by B jk . For each j ≥ j 0 and each z, let B jk (z) denote an arbitrary choice of the two values of B jk at z. Then one easily checks that
for every choice of ±1 for each ρ j . It follows that if z 0 is a limit point of X, then every point of F z 0 is a limit point of Y .
Step 5: We show that Y contains no analytic discs thereby completing the proof of the theorem.
Assume to get a contradiction that there is an analytic disc σ
Since each fiber π −1 (z 0 ), z 0 ∈ X, is totally disconnected by Step 4, the first N components of σ cannot all be constant. Thus for some k ∈ {1, . . . , N} and some point p ∈ D, we have (dσ k /dz)(p) = 0. Without loss of generality we will assume that k = 1. Then on a neighborhood of p, the function σ 1 is biholomorphic. The map
is then a one-to-one holomorphic map on a neighborhood Ω of σ 1 (p). Of course σ • σ −1 1 is given by the formula
Since the set of points {a j1 } ∞ j=1 is countable, we can choose a rectangle in Ω defined by inequalities s 1 ≤ ℜζ ≤ s 2 and t 1 ≤ ℑζ ≤ t 2 (where ℜζ and ℑζ denote the real and imaginary parts of ζ, respectively) such that none of the points a j1 lie on the boundary of this rectangle. Let γ denote the boundary of the rectangle. Denote by ζ * the midpoint of the left-hand edge of γ, and let γ * denote the punctured curve γ \ {ζ * }.
For each j, let b j be the multivalued function of a single complex variable determined by B j1 , i.e., b j (ζ) = (ζ − a 11 ) · · · (ζ − a j−1,1 ) ζ − a j1 . Then each b j has two single-valued continuous branches on γ * . Furthermore, for each j, either each branch extends continuously to γ or else each branch has a jump discontinuity at ζ * . Note also that whenever a j1 is inside γ, the branches of b j do have a jump discontinuity at ζ * , and the magnitude of the jump is exactly 2 b j (ζ * ) . Furthermore, because the set {(a j1 , . . . , a jN )} ∞ j=1 is dense in X, there is some a j1 that lies inside γ. Thus there exists a j such that b j has a jump discontinuity at ζ * . Let n denote the smallest such value of j.
For each j, choose one of the two branches of b j on γ * , arbitrarily, and denote it by β j . Note that |β j | can be regarded as defined and nonvanishing on γ. The multivalued function n j=1 c j b j has on γ * the 2 n branches n j=1 c j ρ j β j where each constant ρ j is either 1 or −1.
Definition 2.7. Let K be the collection of all 2 n functions n j=1 c j ρ j β j on γ * where each ρ j is either 1 or −1. Note that each member of K has a jump discontinuity at γ * of magnitude exactly 2 β n (ζ * ) c n .
Claim 2.8. Fix ζ ∈ γ * . There exists k ∈ K , depending on ζ, such that
where k ∈ K . Then
For each j, we have |β j+1 (ζ)| ≤ |β j (ζ)| by a computation essentially identical to display (6) in Step 4 above. Thus
Together (8), (9), and (10) yield the claim.
Claim 2.9. Fix ζ ∈ γ * . Let g and h be distinct functions in K . Then
Proof. We have
where each ρ j and ρ ′ j is 1 or −1. For some j, we have ρ j = ρ ′ j . Let j 0 be the smallest such j. Then
Then for all ζ ∈ γ * we have
Proof. Set Γ = {ζ ∈ γ * : (11) holds at ζ}. Then Γ is an open subset of γ * containing ζ 0 . If Γ = γ * , then there is a boundary point p of Γ on γ * . Then
By Claim 2.8, there is some k 1 ∈ K such that
Together (12) and (13) give that k 0 = k 1 and that k 0 (p) − k 1 (p) ≤ (7/12) β n (p) c n . This contradicts Claim 2.9. Thus Γ = γ * , so the claim holds.
For each continuous function u on γ * that has a jump at ζ * , write
Hence
But f N +1 is continuous at ζ * , so the last inequality says that the jump of k 0 at ζ * has modulus less than or equal to (2/3) β n (ζ * ) c n . But k 0 ∈ K , so its jump at ζ * is exactly 2 β n (ζ * ) c n . This contradiction shows that Y contains no analytic discs and completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Lemma 2.6
In this section we show that Lemma 2.6 follows from [7, Theorem 1.6] . We first describe the set up in [7] and give the statement of [7, Theorem 1.6].
The word "algebra" is taken to mean a commutative complex algebra with identity element. The letters A and B are used to denote algebras. Given an algebra A, the space of nonzero complex homomorphisms on A is denoted by Φ A . For a ∈ A, the Gelfand transformâ of a is the functionâ : Φ A → C defined byâ(ϕ) = ϕ(a), and A denotes the algebra of such functions. The set Φ A is made into a topological space by giving it the weak topology induced by A.
An algebra B is said to be an extension of A if A is a subalgebra of B that contains the identity element of B, and the extension is said to be an integral extension if every element of B satisfies a monic polynomial over A. Given an extension B of A, the map π A B : Φ B → Φ A is defined by taking π A B (ϕ) to be the restriction of ϕ to A for each ϕ ∈ Φ B . When Φ A is compact, ∂ A denotes the Shilov boundary of A. Theorem 1.2 of [7] asserts that if B is an integral extension of A, then Φ B is compact if and only if Φ A is compact. We will also need the following point set topology lemma whose proof is left to the reader. Proof of Lemma 2.6. Let z 1 , . . . , z N denote the first N complex coordinate functions on C N +r , and let w 1 , . . . , w r denote the last r complex coordinate functions on C N +r . Let A be the uniform closure of the polynomials in z 1 , . . . , z N in the space C(Σ) of all continuous complexvalued functions on Σ. Then Φ A can be identified with K and hence is compact. Let B be the algebra of functions on Σ generated by A and w 1 , . . . , w r . By hypothesis each of w 1 , . . . , w r , as an element of B, satisfies a monic polynomial over A. Thus B is an integral extension of A.
Note that Σ is polynomially convex, and thus E ⊂ Σ. The reverse inclusion will be proved by showing that every element of B takes its maximum on E, that is, by showing that E contains the Shilov boundary of B.
We claim that Φ B can be identified with Σ. To see this, let ϕ ∈ Φ B be arbitrary. Because of the identification of Φ A with K, it is immediate that there is a point z 0 ∈ K such that ϕ is evaluation at the point (z 0 , ϕ(w 1 ), . . . , ϕ(w r )). Furthermore, for each k = 1, . . . , r, we have 0 = ϕ p k (z, w k ) = p k ϕ(z), ϕ(w k ) = p k z 0 , ϕ(w k ) .
Thus the point (z 0 , ϕ(w 1 ), . . . , ϕ(w r )) belongs to Σ, as desired. Let V = {(z, w 1 , . . . , w r ) ∈ C N +r : z ∈ C N and p k (z, w k ) = 0, k = 1, . . . , r}, and let π : V → C N be given by π(z, w 1 , . . . , w r ) = z. Then π is an open map (for instance by the remark at the end of Chapter L, p. 146 of [3] 
